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Standing Seam Point Base

Sloped Roof Point Base

Bronze or aluminum machined point 
base for standing seam roofing 
systems . Bottom groove 1/2” wide 
by 3/4” deep to secure on seam 
with two set screws . Adjustable 
cable connector for conductor runs 
either parallel or perpendicular to 
the seam .

Bronze or aluminum cast 
point base for use on ridged 
roof, sloping or flat surfaces . 
Positive bolt tension cable 
clamping with four  .187” 
diameter holes provided for 
nails or metal screws . 

Point Dia.
(in) Aluminum Copper

3/8 - LPC34838

1/2 LPA34812 LPC34812

5/8 LPA34858 LPC34858

Point Dia.
(in) Aluminum Copper

3/8 - LPC34738

1/2 LPA34712 LPC34712

5/8 LPA34758 LPC34758

Penetrating Base

Non-Penetrating Base

Galvanized steel tripod braces 
for additional support of long air 
terminals . Constructed of 1/4” mild 
steel with heavy section washer 
guides . All joints welded prior to 
galvanizing . Two  .14” diameter 
mounting holes per leg furnished for 
installation . Suitable for 3/8”, 1/2” 
and 5/8” diameter points .

Galvanized steel tripod braces 
for additional support of long air 
terminals on flat or gently sloping 
surface when no penetration may 
be made for anchoring . Constructed 
of 1/4” mild steel with heavy section 
washer guides . All joints welded 
prior to galvanizing . For use with 
hot pitch, roofing compound or 
commercial adhesive on membrane 
surface or other locations . Suitable 
for 3/8”, 1/2” and 5/8” diameter 
points .

Penetrating  
Support

Non-penetrating 
Support

Length  
(in)

Maximum 
Air Terminal 

Dimensions (in)

LPG35058 LPG36058 14 5/8 X 24

LPG35158 LPG36158  18 5/8 X 30

LPG35258 LPG36258  24 5/8 X 40

LPG35358 LPG36358 36  5/8 X 60

LPG35458 LPG36458 48  5/8 X 84

Point Bases, Braces & Accessories

Pipe Mount Point Base
Bronze or aluminum cast pipe 
mount point base with point 
coupling for horizontal pipe . 
Provided with cable clamp to 
support cable beneath pipe . Can 
be applied to vertical pipe with 
LP296 right angle point coupler . 
Maximum mounting diameter of 
2 .50” .

Point Dia.  
(in) Aluminum Copper Tinned Copper

3/8 - LPC37138 LPC371L38

1/2 LPA37112 LPC37112 LPC371L12

5/8 LPA37158 LPC37158 LPC371L58

See page 26 for pipe size reference chart .


